Introduction to Road Diets ‐ Participant Workbook

PARTICIPANT
NOTEBOOK
Dates: April 5-7, 2016
Locations: Columbus, Macon & Atlanta, GA
Workshop Sponsors: Georgia LTAP
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Description
Four-lane undivided highways experience relatively high crash frequencies–especially
between high-speed through traffic, left-turning vehicles and other road users. One
option for addressing this safety concern is a Road Diet, which typically involves
converting an existing four-lane undivided roadway segment to a three-lane segment
consisting of two through lanes and a center two-way left-turn lane. A Road Diet has
many benefits:
· Safety–Road Diets can make the roadway environment safer for all users. Studies
indicate a 19 to 47 percent reduction in overall crashes when a Road Diet is installed.
For pedestrians, Road Diets result in fewer lanes to cross and provide an opportunity to
install refuge islands.
· Low Cost–Road Diets make efficient use of limited roadway area. When planned in
conjunction with reconstruction or overlay projects, the safety and operational benefits
of Road Diets are achieved essentially for the cost of restriping pavement lanes.
· Quality of Life–Road Diets can make shared spaces more livable and contribute to a
community-focused, “Complete Streets” environment. On-street parking and bike lanes
can also bring increased foot traffic to business districts.
The Federal Highway Administration Resource Center will present a workshop on this
proven safety countermeasure and highlight how agencies are using this low cost safety
countermeasure to improve safety, operations, and livability in their communities.
Participants will be introduced to the Road Diet Informational Guide, research, as well
as guided through a decision-making process to determine if a Road Diet is appropriate
for a given roadway segment.
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Who Should Attend
This Workshop will be of interest to Engineers, Transportation Planners, Pedestrian and
Bicycle Coordinators, Safe Routes to School Coordinators, Local Public Agency
Coordinators, and Transportation Alternatives Program Managers.

Workshop Agenda
Module 1 - Introductions and Overview








What is a Road Diet?
What are the benefits of a Road Diet?
Safety Benefits (for all users)
Operational Benefits (for all users)
Livability and Other Benefits
Relationship to “Complete Streets”
Examples and case studies

Module 2 - Road Diet Feasibility Considerations and Guidelines
Module 3 - Design Considerations for Road Diets
Lunch Break
Module 4 - Evaluating a Road Diet Candidate Project


Form Teams



Exercise Background and Instructions



Field Visit (if available)



Team Evaluation of a Real Road Diet Candidate Project



Teams Document Findings, Make Recommendations and Prepare a
Presentation



Team Presentations

Module 5 - Assessing Road Diet Effectiveness
Wrap-up / Closing Discussion
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MODULE 1: WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
Meet Your Instructor(s):
Mark Doctor
FHWA Resource Center
mark.doctor@dot.gov
404‐562‐3732

Participant Introductions:


Your name



Your Agency/Organization



What would you like to learn from this workshop?

Logistics:


Please silence cell phone devices



Please ask questions



Schedule
o Breaks
o Lunch



Restrooms/Emergency exits



Sign‐in sheet and registration form

Source: Google Images

MODULE 1 LEARNING OUTCOMES


What is a Road Diet?



What are the benefits of a Road Diet?



What is the relationship to “Complete Streets”
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WHAT IS A ROAD DIET?
A Road Diet is generally described as “removing travel lanes from a roadway and utilizing the space for
other uses and travel modes.” The most common Road Diet reconfiguration is the conversion of an
undivided four lane roadway to a three-lane undivided roadway made up of two through lanes and a
center two-way left-turn lane (TWLTL). The reduction of lanes allows the roadway cross section to be
reallocated for other uses such as bike lanes, pedestrian refuge islands, transit uses, and/or parking.
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Common Characteristics of a Road Diet:
 Utilize existing footprint
 Rebalance / reallocate street space
 Add two‐way left‐turn lane (TWLTL) or raised median
 Does not need to be continuous
A Road Diet does not need to:
 Reduce the corridor’s cross sectional width
 Reduce lane widths
Think about it like this:
 Lane reallocation
 Lane rebalancing
 Conversion

History of Road Diet Installations
One of the first known installations of a Road Diet occurred in 1979 in Billings, Montana.
Here, 17th Street West was converted from a four-lane undivided highway to three
lanes (including a two-way left-turn lane, or TWLTL). The roadway width was 40 feet,
and the average daily traffic (ADT) was approximately 10,000 vehicles. An unpublished
report referenced in a number of studies indicated a reduction in crashes with no
appreciable change to vehicle delay. Road Diets increased in popularity in the 1990s,
with installations occurring in Iowa, Minnesota, and Montana, among many other states.
FHWA deemed Road Diets and other roadway reconfigurations a “Proven Safety
Countermeasure” and promoted it as a safety-focused alternative cross section to a
four-lane undivided roadway.

Why Consider a Road Diet?
Road Diets have the potential to improve safety, convenience, and quality of life for all
road users. They can be low cost if planned in conjunction with reconstruction or simple
overlay projects since applying Road Diets is often done within existing street width.

Improved Safety
Road Diets reduce vehicle-to-vehicle conflicts that contribute to rear-end, left-turn, and
sideswipe crashes.
Studies indicate a 19 to 47 percent reduction in overall crashes when a Road Diet is
installed on a previously four-lane undivided facility.
Road Diets reduce the speed differential. On a four-lane undivided road, vehicle speeds
can vary between travel lanes, and drivers frequently slow or change lanes due to
slower or stopped vehicles (e.g., vehicles stopped in the left lane waiting to turn left).
7
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On three-lane roads with TWLTLs, vehicle speed differential is limited by the speed of
the lead vehicle in the through lane, and through vehicles are separated from leftturning vehicles. Thus, Road Diets can reduce the vehicle speed differential and vehicle
interactions, which can reduce the number and severity of vehicle-to-vehicle crashes.
Reducing operating speed decreases crash severity when crashes do occur.
Improved Sight Lines
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Operational Benefits
• Separating Left Turns - Separating left-turning traffic reduces delay at signalized intersections
• Side-street Traffic Crossing - Side-street traffic can more comfortably enter the mainline roadway
because there are fewer lanes to cross and this can reduce side-street delay

• Speed Differential Reductions - More consistent traffic flow and less “accordion-style” slow-and-go
operations along the corridor

On some corridors the number and spacing of driveways and intersections
leads to a high number of turning movements. In these cases, four-lane
undivided roads operate as de facto three-lane roadways. The majority of
through traffic uses the outside lanes due to the high number of left-turning
traffic in the inside shared through and left-turn lane. Conversion to a threelane cross section in these cases may not have much effect on operations.
Road Diets can be of particular benefit to non-motorized road users when
the reallocated space from travel lanes is converted to bike lanes or
sidewalks that were lacking previously.
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A three‐lane cross‐section makes crossing easier for pedestrians (fewer travel
lanes to cross and they are exposed to moving traffic for a shorter period of time).
By adding pedestrian refuge islands ‐ the crossing becomes shorter and less
complicated (pedestrians only have to be concerned with one direction of travel
at a time).
Modal Based Performance Goals

Complete Streets
• The concept of Complete Streets suggests the street should accommodate
all users of the road and its surroundings
• Being “complete” is context inherent and will differ depending on the
street’s intended function
• Many communities have embraced this concept by adopting Complete
Streets policies, establishing the expectation that future roadway projects
will be designed with all users in mind rather than simply providing
enough capacity for vehicle through‐put
10
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Broad Based Benefits

Road Diet Case Studies
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Module 2

ROAD DIET
FEASIBILITY

Photo Credit: Richard Retting

Feasibility Determination Factors
 Roadway Function and
Context
 Traffic Volumes and Turning  General Characteristics
Volumes
 Pedestrian and Bike Activity
 Frequent Stop /Slow-Moving
Vehicles
 Crash Types and Patterns







Parallel Roadways
Offset Minor Street Intersections
Parallel Parking
Transit and School Bus Stops
At-Grade Railroad Crossing

 Speeds, Weaving and
Queues

Page 1
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Roadway Function and Context

 Actual roadway function
should match its intended
or designed function
 A four-lane undivided cross
section may actually
operate as a de facto 3-lane
roadway
Photo Credit: Tom Welch

Traffic Volumes Based on
Average Daily Traffic (ADT)
 KY Guidance – up to
23,000 ADT
 If ADT is near the upper
limits, conduct further
analysis.
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Traffic Volumes Sustained

Traffic Volumes Based on Peak
Hourly
 Typically feasible at or below 750 vphpd *
 Consider cautiously between 750 – 875 vphpd
 Feasibility less likely above 875 vphpd, but each
case is unique

* vphpd = vehicles per hour per direction
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Intersection Operations

• The “capacity” of a street is determined by the operations at its signalized intersections
(or stop-controlled).
• Capacity “rules of thumb”
• single mid-block travel lane : 1,800 vehicles per hour
• single travel lane through a signalized intersection: 600 vehicles per hour
(dependent on the time allocated in the signal cycle)

Unless the street has 3x as many lanes at the intersections as it
has mid-block, the intersections will be the limiting factor in terms
of capacity.

Turn Lane Reconfigurations and
Signal Timing Changes
• By carefully analyzing and improving operations at intersections it
may be possible to reduce the number of lanes mid-block on a
street without increasing delay for motor vehicle traffic.

Page 4
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Road Diets and Roundabouts

North Decatur Rd – Decatur, GA

Turning Volumes and Patterns
Considerations:
• Number and Location of Side Roads and
Access Points
• Peak Period Turning Volumes
• Presence of Left-turn and Right-turn Lanes
• Minor Street and Access Point Vehicle Delay
• Signal Timing and Phasing
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Without knowing the traffic data –
what might you infer about this road?

What about this road?
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Pedestrian Considerations
 Adds/improves sidewalks
 Are pedestrians walking in the road?

Photo Credit: Mark Doctor

Photo Credit: Richard Retting

Bicycle Considerations
 Helps complete bicycle network
 Enhances comfort on existing bicycle facility
 Improves bicycle safety
 Lowers vehicle speeds
 Adds/increases buffer

 Increases bicycle usability
 Demand should be estimated
Photo Credit: Stacy Meekins
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Frequently Stopping and SlowMoving Vehicles
 Transit buses
 School buses
 Curb-side mail delivery
 Trash pick-up
 Agricultural equipment

Photo by Richard Retting

 Horse-drawn vehicles

Crash Types and Patterns
 High crash frequency involving:
 Crash types:

 Rear-end
 Angle
 Same Direction Sideswipe
 Crash causes:

 Stopping in travel lane
 Speed differentials
 Impaired sight distance

Source: Alliance of Biking and Walking
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Speeds, Weaving & Queues
 Can reduce speeds and speed differentials
 Vehicle speed can be effected by:
 Signal spacing
 Access point frequency
 Number of left turning vehicles
 Number of lanes

Sunset Hills Rd., Reston, VA

 Turning movements may create weaving
 Vehicles stopped for turning can create
queuing

Right-of-Way Availability
 Most Road Diets can be completed within the
existing curb-to-curb roadway
 May need periodic changes in road width
 Pull outs for buses
 Right-turn lanes at intersections
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Parallel Roadways
 Road Diets may cause some diversion of traffic
to parallel routes. Considerations include:
 Distance to parallel route
 Amount of increased delay from Road Diet
 Can apply traffic calming on parallel routes to
offset impact

Photo Resource: Jennifer Atkinson

Offset Minor Street Intersections
Considerations:
• Volume of Left Turns
• Distance Separating Minor Street Approaches
• Queue Lengths

Photo Resource: Tom Welch
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Parking
Consider:
 Impact on parking maneuvers
 Parking spot design (parallel vs diagonal)
 Interactions between bicyclist and parking vehicles

Photo: Iowa DOT

At-Grade Railroad Crossings
 May double the queue length at railroad
crossings impacting other intersections
 May cause turning lane backup at parallel
railroad crossings
 Offset by adding
a right-turn lane
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Transit Considerations
 Transit should not cause undue additional
delay to general purpose traffic
 Include bus pullouts
 Reassess bus stop
location and spacing
 Add physical barriers
to prevent passing
Photo Credit: Stacy Meekins

Freight Considerations
 Current and future routine deliveries and transport
 How will stores and restaurants receive deliveries?

 Freight related through-traffic
 Engage freight
stakeholders
 Business owners,
commercial and industrial
property owners
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Cost Considerations
 Typical cost for restriping a
four-lane street to a three-lane
road diet is $25,000 to $40,000
per mile.
 Extending sidewalks or building
raised medians can cost more
than $100,000 per mile.
 If a reconfiguration is done
after repaving or an overlay,
and curbs don’t need to be
changed, there may be no
additional costs.

Public Outreach, Public Relations,
and Political Considerations
 May encounter initial public
opposition
 Treatment is new and unfamiliar

 Restripe pavement as a
temporary trial basis
 Used often by Michigan DOT

 Consider signalization
adjustments
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Florida Guidelines
“Issue Profiles”
Safety impacts

Design variances and exceptions

Freight routes/access

Traffic operations impacts

Consistency with plans and
programs

Extra-jurisdictional impacts

Pedestrian and bicyclist activity

Functional classification

Structure/utility impacts

Impacts to transit routing/stops
and ridership

System designation

Costs and funding sources

Impacts on parking supply and
activity

Access management

Community support

Sales tax revenue and property
value impacts

Emergency evacuation and
response

Other issues

Environmental issues

Jurisdictional transfers
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Other Implementation Guidelines
 Delaware Valley MPO
 Genesee Co. MPO
 Iowa DOT
 Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
 Michigan DOT
 Seattle DOT
 Austin Transp. Dept.
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Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission (DVRPC) Guidelines

Genesee County Metropolitan
Planning Commission (GCMPC), MI
4-star rating system to measure compatibility of
each road segment, based on:
 Crash data
 Lane width
 Surface type
 ADT
 No. of traffic signals
 Land use
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Kentucky Transportation Cabinet Guidelines
 Mainly based on main and side street volumes at
signalized intersections

Seattle DOT

City of Seattle Modeling Flow Chart for Road Diet Feasibility Determination
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Questions? Comments?
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Module 3

ROAD DIET
DESIGN

Photo Credit: Richard Retting

Principles of Geometric Design
• Geometric design involves developing details for the
project’s cross section, plan and profile
• Design policies and criteria serve as a guide, but they are not
intended to be inflexible
• Geometric design is evolving towards more performancebased approaches, where analysis of the expected
outcomes of design choices are quantified and used to
support informed design decision-making
Performance-based analysis complements the ideas of design
flexibility, context sensitive design, and practical design
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Designing a Road Diet

Other Important Resources
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Roadway Functional Class
 Functional classification is
often used to establish
design criteria
 AASHTO Green Book is
organized based on
classifications
Chapter 5 Local Roads and Streets
Chapter 6 Collector Roads and Streets
Chapter 7 Rural and Urban Arterials
Chapter 8 Freeways

Alternative Classifications
Seven “Context Areas” based on
land use from least- to mostdeveloped

NJDOT/PennDOT
Smart
Transportation
Guidebook
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Smart Transportation Guidebook

Roadway Categories in Context Zones
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Smart Transportation Guidebook

Design Controls
 Design Vehicles
 Drivers
 Non-Motorized Users
 Speed
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Design Vehicles
 May affect:
 Curb/ turning radii
 Lane and shoulder
widths
 Queue storage
lengths
“… consider the largest design vehicle that is
likely to use the facility with considerable
frequency or a design vehicle with special
characteristics appropriate to a particular
location in determining the design of such critical
features as radii at intersections and radii of
turning roadways.”

Photos: NYCDOT

Turning Radii Considerations
Consider the available
“effective” turning radius

Various methods to accommodate
large vehicles while restricting the
turning speed of smaller vehicles may
be used at intersections
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Mountable Corner Curbs

Drivers
 Should be compatible with driver capabilities and
limitations
 Use positive guidance
 Pavement marking
 Signing
 Delineation

 Older Road Users
 Lower speeds
 Fewer lanes to cross (driving or walking)

Photo: Iowa DOT
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Non-Motorized Users
Pedestrian Guidelines:
 AASHTO's Guide for the Planning, Design, and
Operation of Pedestrian Facilities
 ITE Designing Walkable Urban Thoroughfares

Bicycle Guidelines:
 AASHTO's Guide for the Development of Bicycle
Facilities
 NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide

Speed Harmony
 Design speed is ±5 mph of the observed 85th
percentile operating speed
 The 85th percentile operating speed is ±5 mph
of the speed limit
 The posted speed
is ≤ the designated
design speed.
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Elements of Design
 Sight distance
 Grade
 Horizontal alignment
 Superelevation
 Access management
Photo: Rundell Ernstberger Associates, LLC

Sight Distance
Types of sight distance to consider:
 Stopping
 Decision
 Intersection
 Other
 Ped X-ing
 Transit Stops
 Parking

 Road Diets typically improve sight distance
by removing negative offsets

Photos: Richard Retting
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Grade, Horizontal Alignment, &
Superelevation
 Maximum grades typically range from 5 to 12%
 One-lane cross section means designers need to reconsider grade’s effect on oversized vehicles

 Horizontal curvature and superelevation are not
likely to involve any significant changes

Access Management
Items to Analyze:
 Driveway offsets
 Combining driveways
 Access to property via other
intersecting roads
 Sight distances for turning
 Sidewalk continuity
 Accessibility requirements
 Bicycle lanes
 Bus stop locations
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Cross-Section Elements
 Lane Widths

 Pedestrian Facilities

 Bicycle Facilities

 Median

 On-street Parking

 Pedestrian Refuge
Islands

 Bus Turn-outs
 Shoulders
 Curbs and Drainage

 Cross Slope
 Cross Section
Transitions

Lane Widths
 Through lane width: 10 – 12ft.
 Auxiliary lane width: typically ≥ 10 ft.
 TWLTL width: 10 – 16ft.
 Bus lane width: 11 – 15ft.

Photos: Richard Retting
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Lane Widths
Lane width should be considered
within the overall assemblage of the
street. Travel lane widths of 10 feet
generally provide adequate safety
in urban settings while discouraging
speeding. Cities may choose to use
11-foot lanes on designated truck
and bus routes (one 11-foot lane
per direction) or adjacent to lanes in
the opposing direction.

Bicycle Facilities
 Typical bike lane: 5 ft
 Min. width: 4 ft
 If space is ≥ 7ft. consider
adding buffer or protected
bike facility

Photo: Stacey Meekins
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Buffered Bike Lanes
• Provides greater shy distance
between motor vehicles and
bicyclists
• Provides more space for bicycling
without making the bike lane appear
so wide that it is mistaken for a
travel lane or a parking lane
• Encourages bicyclists to ride outside
of the door zone when buffer is
between parked cars and bike lane

Painted Buffer Zones Adjacent to Bike Lanes

Ft Collins, CO
Remington Street
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On-Street Parking
 Minimum width: 7-8 ft
 Desirable width: 10-12 ft
Photo: Eric Widstrand

 Shared bicycle and parking = 13ft.
 Solid white line between bikes and parking

Figure showing
“Paired” Parallel
Parking

Angled Parking
• Can provide 50-75% more spaces than parallel parking
• “Back-in” has advantages over “Head-in”
• Angled parking spaces are typically 8.5 ft. wide with depth
(measured perpendicular to the street), and minimum
width of adjacent lane dependent on the stall angle
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On-Street Parking Near
Intersection

It’s not recommended to carry the parking lane up to the intersection (right-turning
vehicles may inappropriately use it in the absence of parked vehicles).
Other options include using a parking lane transition (i.e., a “bulb out”) or prohibiting
parking a certain distance from the intersection.

Bus Turnouts
Desirable to provide
turnouts about 50 feet in
length for each bus with
deceleration and entry
tapers of about 5:1
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Shoulders
 In most Road Diets, shoulders are not provided
since curb-to-curb width is allocated to the vehicular
lanes, bicycle lanes, bus pullouts or parking
 Painted buffers between the traveled way and
bicycle lane may offer similar advantages as
shoulders

Photo: Stacey Meekins

Curbs and Drainage
 Curbs may already be present
 Used for:
 drainage
 delineation
 right-of-way reduction
 delineation of pedestrian walkways
Photo: Randy Dittberner, VDOT

 Road Diet conversions usually do not require
significant changes in drainage design
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Pedestrian Facilities
 Typical Road Diet conversions do not involve changes
to the pedestrian sidewalk facilities outside the curb,
but pedestrians may benefit if:
 on-street parking is created offering a buffer between
pedestrians and moving vehicles
 the reconfigured cross section results in fewer travel lanes for
pedestrians to cross
 the TWLTL provides space for a refuge island at pedestrian
crossing locations
 dedicated bike lanes may get bicyclists off the sidewalk

Median
 The area between opposing travel lanes
 Can be a TWLTL
 If a flush median is used, expect crossing and
turning movements around the median.

Photos: Richard Retting
Photo: NYCDOT
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Medians & TWLTLs
TWLTLs may be appropriate for:
 ADT < 24,000 vpd

TRB Access Management Manual

 Direct access to small abutting properties
with ingress volumes < 100 vph

A non-traversable median is desirable for:
 Multilane roadways with ADT > 24,000 vpd
 Areas desirable to limit left turns to improve
safety

State Laws Regarding TWLTLs
Common laws among some States include:
 Can only use TWLTL when turning left
 Max distance allowed in TWLTL:
Distance
150 Feet
200 Feet
300 Feet
500 Feet
Shortest practicable
distance/safe distance

State
Virginia
California, Louisiana,
Oklahoma, Rhode Island
Georgia, Washington
Missouri
Maryland, Tennessee
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Example State Laws Regarding
TWLTLs
Common laws (continued):
 Can only turn left from a TWLTL
 TWLTLs shall not be used for passing/ overtaking
 1st vehicle to enter has ROW

Photo: Richard Retting

Pedestrian Refuge Islands
 Minimum 6 ft. wide / Preferred 8 – 10 ft. wide
 Include detectable warning tiles
 Can use the TWLTL space where turns
are prohibited or at mid-block locations

Photos: NYCDOT
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Cross Slope
 High point of the converted cross section is
located in the center of the TWLTL
 Typical cross slopes are 1.5 - 2%, max. 2.5%
Reference:
Draft Public Rights of
Way Accessibility
Guidelines
(PROWAG)

Photos: Richard Retting

Cross Section Transitions
 Taper ratio (long:trans): 15:1
 Minimize complexity of transition area
 Should not occur near or at intersections or
driveways
 Additional through
lanes should not be
needed at signalized
intersections
Photo : Virginia DOT
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Intersection Design
 Right Turn Lanes
 Roundabouts
 Curb Ramp Design
 Curb Extensions
 Intersection Sight Distance
 Offsets

Photos: Rundell Ernstberger Associates, LLC

 State Laws Regarding TWLTLs
 Bicycle Design Considerations
 Other Pedestrian Design Considerations

Right Turn Lanes
 May be needed
 Evaluate delay impact on right
turning vehicles
 Keep pedestrian safety in mind
 Consider large vehicle turning radii

Right turn lane designs options:
1. Minimum edge of traveled way
2. Design with a corner triangular island
3. Free-flow design using a simple radius or
compound radii
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Roundabouts
 Can improve safety by:
 Eliminating angle and head-on crashes
 Reducing speeds

 Adding roundabouts to Road Diets could
contribute to public resistance
 Intersection changes may have additional costs

Mini-Roundabouts
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Curb Ramp Design
 Within the width of the pedestrian crossing
 Align the curb ramp with crosswalk direction
 Keep the curb radius small
 May conflict with freight needs

 Buffer space between sidewalk and curb

Photo: NYCDOT

Curb Extensions
 Further shorten pedestrian crossing distance
 Improve pedestrian visibility
 Typically used where on-street parking permitted
 Should be slightly
narrower than
parking lane

Photo: Eric Widstrand
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Intersection Sight Distance
 Re-check intersection sight distance
 Unobstructed view for both parked and moving
vehicles
 Minor road requires less sight distance
Sight Triangle Resource:
AASHTO's A Policy on
Geometric Design of
Highways and Streets
Photos: Richard Retting

Offset Intersections and Driveways
Possible conflicts with:

 “Through vehicles” on offset minor roadway
 May want to enter/stop in TWLTL during crossing
 Left turning vehicles on major roadway
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Bicycle Design Considerations
 Carry bicycle lanes through intersection
 Add lane markings to separate bikes and right
turning vehicles
 Consider left-turning bicyclists.
May add:
 Bicycle boxes
 Bicycle specific traffic signals

Photo: NYCDOT

Other Pedestrian Design
Considerations
 Smaller curb radii
 Slower turning vehicles
 Shorter crossing distance
 Better for pedestrians
Photo: NYCDOT

 Addition of bicycle and parking lanes will increase
the effective curb radii
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Pavement Markings
 Reference MUTCD for pavement
markings (lane lines, edge lines,
and the TWLTL)

 Important Considerations:
 Turning radii and stop bar position
 Painted buffers
 Removal of old lines

Traffic Signalization
Re-evaluate:
 Traffic signal phasing and timing
 Mainline traffic may need additional green time
 Type and number of lanes on intersection approaches
 Turn lane needs

 Signal head positioning

 Quantify and compare additional delays and
queues
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Questions? Comments?

Module 4 - Workshop Exercise: Evaluating a Road Diet Candidate Project
Instructions
1. Divide into your work group teams. Identify at least one team member (can be several) to
serve as “note taker” and another to serve as a “presenter”. At the conclusion of this exercise,
each team will be asked to present on your group’s assessment and recommendations.
2. Read the Project Background Information below on this Road Diet candidate case study.
3. As a team, evaluate and assess the described scenario conditions and discuss if this location
is a viable candidate for a Road Diet. You are encouraged to use the Road Diet Assessment
Worksheet included in your workshop Participant Workbook to guide your assessment.
4. Prepare a summary of your group’s assessment considerations and findings for a possible
Road Diet, including your recommendations for alternate cross section options within the three
segments of the study corridor.
5. At the conclusion of this exercise module, each team will be asked to make a short
presentation on their assessment and recommendations.
Project Background Information
The City of Clarendon (population 8,000) completed a Downtown Area Improvement Study
(DAIS) with funding from a grant received through the Regional Commission’s Strong Livable
Communities Initiative. The DAIS was the basis for a Downtown Improvements Master Plan that
included several transportation recommendations, including a Road Diet project. The city
procured an engineering firm to conduct a feasibility study for a Road Diet and improvements
along the Clarendon Avenue corridor.
The DAIS identified improvements to Clarendon Avenue as being vital for improving pedestrian
conditions in the downtown historic district and introducing safer pedestrian and bicyclist access
between residential neighborhoods south of Clarendon Avenue and the commercial properties
along the corridor’s north side. The study also identified a need to calm traffic passing through
the City’s downtown area and how the existing right-of-way along Clarendon Avenue might be
repurposed to better match travel demand and improve conditions for other users of the street.
The study was developed with significant involvement from the local community. Area residents
and business owners have expressed strong desires for many years to improve walkability and
safety for bicyclists by controlling speeds through the community. The recommendations from
the study and elements of the Master Plan were categorized based on these primary objectives:
1. Make the historic downtown area more inviting for people to walk and frequent area shops
and restaurants.
2. Calm traffic through the downtown area and improve the ease for pedestrians to cross from
the residential area to the opposite side commercial area.
3. Add bicycle lanes from the downtown area along the Clarendon Avenue corridor west to the
Ingleside Light Rail Transit Station and the Frost College Campus.

Existing Conditions
Clarendon Avenue is a State Highway (SR 78) and is classified by the State DOT as a minor
urban arterial. The corridor serves as the primary commercial area within the City of Clarendon
with mostly retail (small shops and restaurants) uses along the north side of the street within the
small historic downtown area. The figure below shows the location area.

The eastern limits of the corridor study area begin 500 feet east of the intersection of Clarendon
Avenue with Arcade Boulevard. To the east of this location, Clarendon Avenue is currently a 2lane roadway with primarily residential land use on both sides. There are no plans to widen this
section of Clarendon Avenue. The left photo below shows the existing 2-lane section of
Clarendon Avenue just east of the study limits looking east. The right photo is looking west
along Clarendon Avenue entering the study limits just east of the intersection with Arcade.

At the intersection with Arcade Boulevard just inside the eastern limits of the study area, the
typical section of Clarendon Avenue abruptly changes. Heading westbound, a second lane
forms at the intersection with Arcade. The right lane is a shared thru/right turn and the left lane a
shared thru/left turn. In the eastbound direction there are three lanes on Clarendon approaching
the intersection with Arcade. These lanes become a left turn only lane, a single thru lane, and a
right-turn only lane. The photo below is looking west from a location just west of the intersection
with Arcade. The typical section transitions to five lanes (two travel lanes in each direction with a
center TWLTL). Note the existing angle parking along the north side of the street within the
downtown historic district.

The most recent traffic counts from the State DOT for Clarendon Avenue range from 17,500 vpd
for the segment west of the downtown historic district to a high of 21,100 vpd recorded by a
2007 traffic count taken just outside the study area west of the downtown area where Clarendon
Avenue is a two-lane highway (one lane in each direction). The state DOT Planning Office
projects a design year (2040) travel demand volume of 23,300 vpd within the corridor.
Within the downtown historic district from the intersection at Arcade going west approximately
1400 feet, the commercial area is on the north side of the road only. There are no commercial
parcels along the south side of Clarendon Avenue. The south side features a continuous
vegetation hedge planted in a narrow parkway with no driveway cuts or intersecting streets for
the entire hedge’s length. Due to this, left turns to access cross streets or private property only
occur in the eastbound direction between Pine Street and Arcade Boulevard.
Minor side streets along the corridor do not add significant traffic volumes to Clarendon Ave.
Most side streets only extend short distances. On the north side they end before the railroad
corridor and on the south are limited by breaks in local streets. East of the Pine Street
intersection and west of Arcade Boulevard, there are no intersecting streets on the south side of
the corridor due to the historic hedge row. For this reason, the minor intersections along the
corridor do not experience congestion and no additional signalized intersections are anticipated
to be needed in the future. Currently there are four signalized intersections within the study
limits at the intersections with Arcade Blvd, Pine Street, Sycamore Street and Frost Street.

East of the intersection with Sycamore Street, Clarendon Avenue transitions from a 5-lane
section to a 4-lane section (no TWLTL). The transition occurs over 250 feet with the TWLTL
tapering away in the center of the road as shown in the picture below.

From a point approximately 600 feet east of the intersection with Sycamore to the western end
of the study area at Frost Street, the basic cross-section on Clarendon Avenue is 4-lanes. Just
west of the intersection with Sycamore Street is the Ingleside Light Rail Transit Station. The
station itself lies on the north side of Clarendon Avenue and a park and ride lot is on the south
side with a pedestrian bridge over Clarendon Avenue providing access between the station and
adjacent parking area.
From west of the light rail station to the western end of the study area (at the intersection with
Frost Street), the rail line runs directly north of Clarendon Avenue. There are no cross streets or
access points along the north side of Clarendon Avenue between Frost Street and the Ingleside
transit station. Various commercial properties and apartment complexes are on the south side of
Clarendon Avenue within this section. The photo below shows an example.

At the western end of the study area, Clarendon Avenue transitions to a 2-lane roadway at the
intersection with Frost Street. Frost Street provides the main access to Frost College, a 90-acre
liberal arts college with an enrollment of 2100 students. About half of the students live off
campus, many in nearby apartment complexes east of campus along Clarendon Avenue. Frost
College has committed to becoming a carbon-neutral institute by the year 2030 and is taking
steps to reduce its impact on the local environment. One such step has been to partner with the
Regional Clean Air Campaign to implement strategies reducing the number of single-occupant
vehicle trips made to and from the campus. The College is very supportive of proposals to
provide bicycle lanes on Clarendon Avenue that will connect the campus with nearby apartment
complexes, the light rail station, and the downtown Clarendon shopping district.
The regional transit authority operates four bus lines within the corridor. All four bus routes
begin and end at the Ingleside Light Rail Station that is adjacent to Clarendon Avenue. Two of
the routes go east (toward Frost College) from the station along Clarendon Avenue and two go
west (toward historic downtown area). Each route operates on 40 minute headways staggered
so there is a bus approximately every 20 minutes operating on Clarendon Avenue within the
study area.
The total length of the study corridor (from Frost Street to just east of Arcade) is 1.45 mile.
Safety Analysis
According to the State DOT Safety Office, there were 98 crashes recorded on Clarendon
Avenue within the study limits in the three year period between 2011 and 2013. The prevailing
causes were rear end and right-angle collisions caused by cars turning left into driveways or
side streets. The table below summarizes the crash data by crash type.

The speed limit within the corridor is 35 miles per hour and would remain so after the road diet.

Operational Analysis
There are four signalized intersections within the study corridor. The traffic signals are
maintained by the County and operate on an actuated-coordinated system for the corridor’s
length with a cycle length of 100-seconds. The Road Diet Feasibility study used traffic
simulation software to evaluate how the current and projected future traffic levels would operate
if a lane reduction were implemented. The traffic models used current signal timing plans for the
intersections as maintained by the County, although the study recommended revised timing
plans for the road diet implementation.
The traffic analysis comparing current traffic volumes under a road diet scenario did not show
any decline in intersection levels of service compared to current operations. When analyzing the
road diet with future traffic volumes, the analysis results showed a change in level of service at
the intersections under both the road diet scenario and under the existing configuration with
both being very similar. The levels of service of all four intersections would meet the state DOT
standards for a corridor of this type. The figure below shows the intersection level of service and
delay under the projected 2040 traffic volumes in the roadway reconfiguration proposed in the
Road Diet Feasibility Study.

Design Data
The Road Diet Feasibility Study made suggested changes to the existing roadway configuration
based upon the three different typical sections that currently exist.
Segment 1 is the eastern portion of the corridor where the current configuration of Clarendon
Ave is a 5-lane section with on-street angle parking.
Segment 2 is the middle portion of the corridor where the current configuration of Clarendon
Ave is a 5-lane section.
Segment 3 is the western portion of the corridor where the current configuration of Clarendon
Ave is a 4-lane undivided section.

The table below provides design information for the existing conditions, the applicable State
DOT design standards and the proposed design criteria for a Road Diet implementation.

Design Feature

Typical Section
- Lane Width(s)
- Median Width(s) and Type
- Outside Shoulder Width
- Inside Shoulder Width
- Auxiliary Lanes
- Bicycle Lanes
- Sidewalks
Right-of-Way
Posted Speed
Design Speed
Design Vehicle

Existing
Condition

State Design
Standard (if
applicable)

Proposed
Design

10-12 ft
10-11 ft Flush
No shoulder
n/a
10-11 ft
None

11-12 ft
14 ft Flush
10 ft
n/a
11-12 ft
4 ft min

10-11 ft
10-14 ft Flush
No shoulder
n/a
10-11 ft
5 ft

Intermittent 5‐ft
wide w/ 2‐ft buffer

5‐ft wide w/ 6‐ft
buffer

Variable

60-90 ft
35 mph
n/a
n/a

45 mph
WB-40

60-90 ft
35 mph
35 mph
WB-40

Other Considerations
The findings and preliminary recommendations from the City’s Road Diet Feasibility Study were
shared with the general public, state DOT and Regional Commission. Due to the potential
increase in corridor travel times, the State DOT advised the City that it is agency policy to “not
fund projects that have adverse impacts unless a unique level of benefit from a traffic and
transportation standpoint is demonstrated.” However, the newly appointed State DOT
Commissioner has recently indicated that the Department is re-examining this position.

“Word on the Street”
As part of the public involvement process for this project, the City developed a project web site
and invited people to express their opinions and concerns regarding the project. Below are
excerpts from public comments regarding the proposed Road Diet.
“Are you people nuts!!! - Clarendon Ave is a major thoroughfare, and it’s a state route. This is
just another example of our city officials catering to the downtown business owners. They want
to slow people down thinking that will cause people to stop and shop and spend money. But in
the morning and afternoon, that’s not what people are doing. They’re just trying to get
somewhere. This is not only a waste of money, but will make traffic worse!!!”
“I really don’t see the point of this. I think you’re just going to have lots of traffic bottled up all
through Clarendon. Fortunately the state agrees with this and since this is a state highway they
have a say in this.”
“Traffic is already bad on Clarendon Avenue east of downtown and that is only two-lanes. How
much worse will it really be since traffic has to squeeze down anyway? I think this is an
acceptable tradeoff for a more pedestrian-safe and attractive street. We need to revitalize
downtown.”
“I like this idea. Traffic already gets slowed from people weaving in and out of lanes when there
is someone making a left turn.”
“Another show of incompetence by our beloved Mayor - The only diet needed is the City fasting
off our taxpaying dollars.”
“Many years ago when I lived in another state there were several roads setup like this where the
left turn lane became known as a suicide lane. Cars used the left turn lane as a passing lane to
go around a slower car (I know it is not legal but it is reality). While this happens someone pulls
into the left turn lane and they have a head-on collision. So, I am surprised to hear this proposal
and skeptical it reduces crashes because my history tells me it can cause them.”
“It’s about time we have bike lanes on Clarendon Road. I’m a student at Frost College and
would love to be able to bike into town. But it is currently way too dangerous.”
“As someone who lives smack in the middle of this area and has to drive this stretch daily, I
wholeheartedly agree with the addition of a left-turn lane since I've come close hundreds of
times to being rear-ended while turning left. The bike lane is fine too, though I rarely see any
bicyclists ride in the area. Having only one travel lane in each direction frightens me, however,
because drivers in the area are generally aggressive speed demons, and are not going to want
to slow down for anyone! They'll be passing in the left-turn lane.”
“I’ve had it with all the pro-car comments on this site from a bunch of road-raging traffic experts.
Everyone needs to chill the heck out. This is a good idea, especially on this stretch of road. The
traffic isn't very thick, and when it is, accidents result when people turn, from either lane. This
will be safer and generally flow just fine. Ok, so one or two hours per day may see a slightly
lower average speed. Big f'in deal, it's safer, get over it. I used to ride my bike along Clarendon
but stopped because the drivers were too rude, didn't give me any room and generally
threatened my life. The bike lanes are needed and traffic needs to slow down.”

Instructions for Group Presentations
Each team will be asked to make a short presentation on their assessment and
recommendations.
•

Based on the information available, do you recommend implementing a Road
Diet?
– Why or why not?
– What additional information would you like to have?
– If information not available, explain assumptions

•

For whatever decision selected (yes/no to a Road Diet), using the existing
available right-of-way, design your suggested typical section for each of the three
study segments

FHWA Road Diets Workshop
EXERCISE WORKSHEET FOR ASSESSING A ROAD DIET CANDIDATE PROJECT
As a team, use this Road Diet Assessment checklist as a tool for analyzing your group’s
exercise roadway segment for a potential road diet. Please consider as many of the below items
as you can in the time allotted for exercise. Your group should use this assessment checklist
along with engineering judgment to make a recommendation regarding road diet
implementation.
Your group will also be asked to make a presentation to the class on your assessment findings
and recommendations. This checklist should also be considered as a guide for assessments
outside this training workshop.

General Items
Project Name/Location: __________________________________________________

Project Goals
Are there established safety improvement goals for this project? ________________________________
Is there a desire to achieve reduced travel speeds and/or traffic calming? _________________________
Are there established mobility goals for this roadway improvement project? ________________________
Have any multimodal level of service goals been established? __________________________________
Does the local jurisdiction have a Complete Streets policy that may apply? ________________________
Are there any economic enhancement or livability goals for this project? __________________________
Does achieving the project goals involve making changes to the current cross section (e.g., bike lane, onstreet parking, etc.)? ___________________________________________________________________

Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Road Function and Context
What is the road’s current Functional Classification? __________________________________________
What is the expected or future desired function of the road? ____________________________________
What is the level of freight/large vehicle operation along the road? _______________________________
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What are the current and expected future levels of transit operation along the road? _________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Is the adjacent land use expected to remain relatively stable? __________________________________

Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Safety Considerations
What are the current safety issues/problems on the road? _____________________________________
Will the types of crashes that are occurring likely be reduced with a Road Diet conversion? ___________
Will a reduction in speed and speed variability likely improve safety on the road? ___________________
Are there safety concerns related to pedestrians and bicyclists? _________________________________
Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Operational Considerations
What are the average daily traffic volumes? _________________________________________________
What are the peak hourly volumes? _______________________________________________________
Are these volumes within guidelines for a Road Diet? _________________________________________
What are the current travel speeds along the road? (e.g., mean, 85th percentile, percent of vehicles
traveling at high speeds) _______________________________________________________________
What are the patterns and volumes for turning vehicles? _______________________________________
Is the existing roadway operating as a de facto three-lane roadway? _____________________________
What are the truck and large vehicle volumes along the roadway and intersecting roads? _____________

FHWA Road Diets Workshop
How frequent is the presence of slow-moving or frequently stopping vehicles, such as transit, school
busses, curb-side mail delivery, etc.? ______________________________________________________
Pedestrian Counts: ______________________________________________________
If counts are unknown, provide a general classification such as high, moderate, or low
Bicycle Counts: _________________________________________________________
If counts are unknown, provide a general classification such as high, moderate, or low

Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Intersection Operational Considerations
How many signal (or All-Way STOP) controlled intersections are within the project study road segment?
List their locations and describe their existing operations in terms of signal phasing operations and
presence of turn lanes: _________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Are any of the existing intersections experiencing operational problems such as excessive delays? If
known, list the volume/capacity ratios of the intersection approaches: ____________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
When was the last time the signal timing or phasing was changed or optimized? ____________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Design Considerations
What is the existing cross-sectional width (typically measured curb-to-curb): _______________________
Describe the existing cross-sectional elements of the road (such as lane widths, presence of shoulders,
bike lanes, on-street parking, curbs, etc.): __________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
What are the appropriate cross-sectional elements of the Road Diet project that will meet the desired
project goals? : _______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
In the space below, sketch out potential cross-sectional diagrams that include the elements described
above and identify the potential widths that fit within the existing overall cross-sectional width:

FHWA Road Diets Workshop
What is an appropriate design vehicle to select for the road? ___________________________________
Is the selected design vehicle also appropriate for the side roads? _______________________________
Do any of the intersections not meet turning radii needs for the design vehicle? _____________________
Are there other design issues related to the existing intersections (e.g., intersection sight distance
deficiencies, skew, approach grades, approach alignment and profile, proximity to adjacent intersections,
etc.)? _______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Project Impacts
What is the projected increase in travel delay due to the conversion? _____________________________
Are any intersections projected to experience a significant reduction in level of service? ______________
Is the Road Diet conversion expected to divert significant traffic to parallel roadways? _______________
Does the proposed project require additional right-of-way?
- If yes, will the cost and difficulty of acquisition be significant?
____________________________________________________________________________________

Are there other potential impacts associated with this project? __________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

FHWA Road Diets Workshop
Other Considerations
Transit Operations:
If the Road Diet is implemented, will stopping transit busses in the one through lane significantly impact
traffic?
Are locations for bus pull-outs possible?
Can some transit stop locations be combined to reduce impacts?

On-street Parking:
Does on-street parking currently exist?
Is on-street parking proposed (parallel, angle, back-in, mix)?
What are the safety and delay concerns related to on-street parking maneuvers?
Is it possible to design these spaces for easy entry or exit (i.e., to minimize delay)?
Will on-street parking reduce the ability of vehicles to turn in and out of minor streets and access points?
How will pedestrians and bicyclists interact with parallel parking?

At-grade Railroad Crossings
Are there any at-grade railroad crossings along the roadway?
Do trains regularly cross during peak travel periods?
What is the typical delay from a train crossing?
Is doubling the current queue length (compared to four-lane undivided cross section) at the crossing
acceptable?

Other:
Is there any known controversy associated with the project?
Do area drivers have a familiarity with proper use of TWLTLs or are they rare in the region?

Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Module 5

ROAD DIET
POSTIMPLEMENTATION
EVALUATION
Photo Credit: Richard Retting

Learning Outcomes
 What are the possible post-implementation
impacts of Road Diets?
 How do I quantify these impacts?
 What statistical assessments are available?
 What input variables do I need?
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Determining if the Road Diet is
Effective
 Road Diet impacts may include:
 Safety
 Travel speeds
 Arterial level of service, delay, queuing
 Intersection operations
 Traffic volume
 Corridor and transit operations
 Pedestrian and bicycle safety/ operations
 Economic impact/ livability

Example: Seattle DOT
Compares the before/after
conditions for the following:
 Volume of the principal street's peak
hour capacity
 Speed and collisions
 Traffic signal level of service
 Volume of traffic on parallel arterials
 Travel times
 Bicycle volumes
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Safety Analysis of a Road Diet
Typically a minimum of 3 years of crash data
before and after treatment is preferred
 Observational before-and-after studies
 Cross-sectional studies
 Surrogate measures of safety for road diets
 Observational field evaluations:
 Pedestrian-vehicle
 Bicycle-vehicle

Source: Alliance of Biking and Walking

Before-and-After Studies of
Road Diets
Used to assess Road Diet outcomes:
 Annual number of crashes on the corridor
 Crash rate per million VMT
 Crash severity
 Certain targeted crash type(s):
 Sideswipe
 Left-turn related
 Pedestrian-related or bicycle-related
 Right angle
 Number of peak-hours crashes
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Cross-Sectional Studies
 Utilizes comparison sites
 Sites which are geometrically, volumetrically,
geographically similar but do not have the treatment.

 Used when:
 Few treatment sites exist but many comparison sites exist.
 Before data for a treatment site is not available but is
available for comparison sites.

Cross-Sectional Studies
Pros:
 Does not require
“before” data for
treatment sites
 Accounts for effect of
roadway geometry,
traffic volume, etc.

Cons:
 RTM bias
 Confidence is not the
highest
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Before-and-After Evaluation
Using a Comparison Group
Comparison group: Non-treated sites that are
comparable to treated sites in traffic volume,
geometrics, and other site characteristics.
 Test accounts for changes in:
 Traffic volume trends
 Traffic laws
 Weather
 Economic conditions

Photos: Richard Retting

Before-and-After Evaluation
Using a Comparison Group
Sample size requirement impacts:
 The number of crashes in the before period at the
treatment sites.
 The number of crashes in the before/after periods at
the comparison sites.
 The duration of the before/after periods.
 The likely crash reduction (CR) value.
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Before-and-After Studies Using a
Comparison Group
Pros:
 Does not require
before data for
treatment sites
 Accounts for effect of
roadway geometry,
traffic volume, etc.

Cons:
 RTM bias
 Confidence is not
the highest

Before-and-After Study Using
Empirical Bayes (EB) Method
This method incorporates:
 Crash information from similar sites
 Safety Performance Functions (SPFs)
 Developed from comparable non-treatment sites

 Crash Modification Factors (CMFs)
 10-20 treatment sites
 3-5 years of both before and after crash and volume
data
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Before-and-After Study Using
Empirical Bayes (EB) Method
Pros:

Cons:

 Accounts for RTM bias
 CMFs can account for
geometric differences
 Incorporates traffic
volumes
 High confidence level

 Statistically rigorous

Consult: Highway Safety Manual

Surrogate Measures of Safety for
Road Diets
 Safety surrogate measures must show a causal
relationship between the measure and the
change in safety
 Common surrogate measures:
 Traffic conflicts
 Speed
 Level of comfort

Photo: Stacey Meekins
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Traffic Conflicts
 Changes in number of traffic conflicts can
indicate changes in safety.
 Traffic conflict survey
 Number/rates of conflicts

Speed
Changes in speed magnitude and variability and
indicate changes in safety
 Higher speeds increase crash severity
 Large speed differentials increase crash likelihood
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Level of Comfort
Often used for:
 Speeds on horizontal curves
 Max. side friction factor
 Max. rate of superelevation
 Pedestrians
 Bicyclists

 Conduct systematic visual
assessments

Operational Analysis
Measuring Road Diet operations:
 Vehicle operations
 Non-motorized operations
 Tools and methods to evaluate impacts

Photo: NYCDOT
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Analyzing Vehicle Operations
Consider analyzing changes in:
 Traffic volumes
 Level of service
 Speed
 Two-way left-turn lane operation
 Queue lengths
 Trucks, slow-moving vehicles, and buses
 Turning traffic

Traffic Volumes
Has the Road Diet affected:
 Daily traffic volumes or patterns?
 Peak hour traffic?
 Traffic diversion?
Photos: NYCDOT

 Several non-Road Diet factors may impact traffic
volumes and patterns
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Level of Service
Consider re-analyzing:
 Intersection LOS
 Signal timing
 Signal phasing
 Vehicle LOS
 Pedestrian LOS
 Bicycle LOS

 Compare possible LOS changes to safety
improvements.

Speed
Evaluate changes in speed:
 Before-and-after speed studies
 Radar
 Tubes
 Pace car

 Average speed
 85th percentile speed
 Speed paces in 10mph increments
 Has number of high-end speeders reduced?

Photo: Seattle DOT
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Two-Way Left-Turn Lane
Operations
 Through traffic delay may improve
 Left turning delay may increase
 Left turning vehicles need gaps that can be
created by:
 Traffic signal timing
 On-street parking maneuvers
 Vehicles stopping for pedestrians

Photos: Richard Retting

Queue Lengths
 Related to intersection LOS
 Could degrade due to one through lane
 Could improve due to removal of left turning vehicles

 Negative effects are often seen:
 On high volume corridors
 Around closely spaced signalized
intersections

Photo: Iowa DOT
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Trucks, Slow-Moving Vehicles,
and Buses
Concerns with one through lane:
 Buses with frequent in-lane stops
 Coordinate with transit to determine if bus pull-outs
are desired

 Mail trucks
 Large trucks on grades
 Other slow moving or frequently stopping
vehicles

Turning Traffic
 Consider larger turning vehicles
 Bicycle lanes can increase effective turning radius

 Some intersections may not need to accommodate
large vehicle traffic

Photo: NYCDOT
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Non-Motorized Operations
 Can be measured with respect to pedestrian
and bicyclist use and accessibility.
 Consider evaluating:
 Pedestrian wait time
 Vehicle yield/ stop compliance rate for pedestrians
crossing the street
 Increased bicycle and pedestrian volumes

Pedestrian Wait Time
 Before-and-after study of pedestrian crossings
 Perceived level of safety or comfort
 Pedestrians may choose to only cross at
intersections if:
 Perceived safety of the 4 lane cross-section in before
period is low
 Few vehicle gaps exist
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Vehicle Yield/Stop Compliance
Rate for Pedestrians Crossing
 Road Diet eliminates “multiple
vehicle threat”
 Conduct before-and-after study
of vehicles stopping for
pedestrians

Increased Bicyclist and Pedestrian
Volumes
 Improved comfort level will encourage increased
use.
 Consider adding buffered or protected bicycle
lane between it and the vehicle travel lane. This
may include:
 Painted barrier
 Raised barrier
 Median
 Parking lane

Photo: Seattle DOT
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Tools and Methods to Evaluate
Operational Impacts
Possible operational analysis
methods to predict Road Diet
outcomes, include:
 Those presented in 2010
Highway Capacity Manual
 Traffic simulation software
(e.g. Synchro, VISSIM)

Complexities with Analyzing
Three-lane Sections
 Analyze at and between signalized intersections
 Factors to consider:
 Parallel parking maneuvers
 Bus maneuvers
 Left-turning vehicles
 Cross-street traffic
 Pedestrian crossing

 Observe corridor before and after treatment

Photo: NYCDOT
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CONCLUSIONS AND
WRAP-UP

Photo: Richard Retting

Review Course Learning
Objectives
You should be able to:
1. Answer the question: What is a Road Diet?
2. Identify sites where Road Diets may be a good
candidate.
3. Understand the benefits and potential implications
associated with Road Diets.
4. Understand factors influencing Road Diet designs.
5. Determine if a Road Diet is effective.
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Typical Road Diet

Road Diet Benefits
 Safety for all modes of travel
 Overall crash reduction of 19 – 47%

 Traffic calming
 Relocation of cross-section for:
 On-street parking
 Bicycle lanes
 Transit stops

 Inexpensive countermeasure

Photo: Randy Dittberner, VDOT
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Road Diet Considerations
Feasibility factors include:
 Need for improved safety
 Desire to incorporate CSS and CS
features
 Desire to better accommodate bicycles,
pedestrians, and transit service
 Right-of-way availability and cost
 Existence of parallel roadways, parallel
parking, and at-grade railroad crossings.
 Public outreach, public relations, and
political considerations.

Road Diet Considerations
Operational considerations, include:
 Existing roadway operates as a de facto three-lane
roadway
 Need for reduced speed or traffic calming
 Average daily traffic
 Multimodal level of service
 Peak hour volumes and peak direction
 Turning volumes and patterns
 The presence of slow-moving or frequently stopping
vehicles
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Geometric and Operational
Design Features
A few to consider:
 Road functional classification
 Design vehicles, driver characteristics, and presence of
non-motorized users
 Corridor sight distance, grade, horizontal curvature, and
superelevation
 Cross-sectional elements
 Intersection design elements

Operational Decisions
Common Road Diet decisions:
 Cross-section allocation
 Pedestrian accommodations
 Signalization changes
 Transition points
 Pavement marking and signing

Photo: Richard Retting
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Measure Road Diet Effectiveness
 Road Diet conversion can create changes in :
 Safety
 Travel speeds
 Arterial level of service, delay, queuing
 Intersection operations
 Traffic volume
 Corridor operations (e.g., transit, TWLTL, stopped
traffic)
 Pedestrian and bicycle safety and operations
 Economic impact / livability

Course Evaluation
 Honest and constructive feedback
 Read the directions carefully, especially the
values associated with numerical rankings
 FHWA takes your comments seriously and uses
them continuously improve the course

FHWA Road Diets Workshop
EXERCISE WORKSHEET FOR ASSESSING A ROAD DIET CANDIDATE PROJECT
As a team, use this Road Diet Assessment checklist as a tool for analyzing your group’s
exercise roadway segment for a potential road diet. Please consider as many of the below items
as you can in the time allotted for exercise. Your group should use this assessment checklist
along with engineering judgment to make a recommendation regarding road diet
implementation.
Your group will also be asked to make a presentation to the class on your assessment findings
and recommendations. This checklist should also be considered as a guide for assessments
outside this training workshop.

General Items
Project Name/Location: __________________________________________________

Project Goals
Are there established safety improvement goals for this project? ________________________________
Is there a desire to achieve reduced travel speeds and/or traffic calming? _________________________
Are there established mobility goals for this roadway improvement project? ________________________
Have any multimodal level of service goals been established? __________________________________
Does the local jurisdiction have a Complete Streets policy that may apply? ________________________
Are there any economic enhancement or livability goals for this project? __________________________
Does achieving the project goals involve making changes to the current cross section (e.g., bike lane, onstreet parking, etc.)? ___________________________________________________________________

Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Road Function and Context
What is the road’s current Functional Classification? __________________________________________
What is the expected or future desired function of the road? ____________________________________
What is the level of freight/large vehicle operation along the road? _______________________________

FHWA Road Diets Workshop
What are the current and expected future levels of transit operation along the road? _________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Is the adjacent land use expected to remain relatively stable? __________________________________

Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Safety Considerations
What are the current safety issues/problems on the road? _____________________________________
Will the types of crashes that are occurring likely be reduced with a Road Diet conversion? ___________
Will a reduction in speed and speed variability likely improve safety on the road? ___________________
Are there safety concerns related to pedestrians and bicyclists? _________________________________
Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Operational Considerations
What are the average daily traffic volumes? _________________________________________________
What are the peak hourly volumes? _______________________________________________________
Are these volumes within guidelines for a Road Diet? _________________________________________
What are the current travel speeds along the road? (e.g., mean, 85th percentile, percent of vehicles
traveling at high speeds) _______________________________________________________________
What are the patterns and volumes for turning vehicles? _______________________________________
Is the existing roadway operating as a de facto three-lane roadway? _____________________________
What are the truck and large vehicle volumes along the roadway and intersecting roads? _____________

FHWA Road Diets Workshop
How frequent is the presence of slow-moving or frequently stopping vehicles, such as transit, school
busses, curb-side mail delivery, etc.? ______________________________________________________
Pedestrian Counts: ______________________________________________________
If counts are unknown, provide a general classification such as high, moderate, or low
Bicycle Counts: _________________________________________________________
If counts are unknown, provide a general classification such as high, moderate, or low

Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Intersection Operational Considerations
How many signal (or All-Way STOP) controlled intersections are within the project study road segment?
List their locations and describe their existing operations in terms of signal phasing operations and
presence of turn lanes: _________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Are any of the existing intersections experiencing operational problems such as excessive delays? If
known, list the volume/capacity ratios of the intersection approaches: ____________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
When was the last time the signal timing or phasing was changed or optimized? ____________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Design Considerations
What is the existing cross-sectional width (typically measured curb-to-curb): _______________________
Describe the existing cross-sectional elements of the road (such as lane widths, presence of shoulders,
bike lanes, on-street parking, curbs, etc.): __________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
What are the appropriate cross-sectional elements of the Road Diet project that will meet the desired
project goals? : _______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
In the space below, sketch out potential cross-sectional diagrams that include the elements described
above and identify the potential widths that fit within the existing overall cross-sectional width:
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What is an appropriate design vehicle to select for the road? ___________________________________
Is the selected design vehicle also appropriate for the side roads? _______________________________
Do any of the intersections not meet turning radii needs for the design vehicle? _____________________
Are there other design issues related to the existing intersections (e.g., intersection sight distance
deficiencies, skew, approach grades, approach alignment and profile, proximity to adjacent intersections,
etc.)? _______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Project Impacts
What is the projected increase in travel delay due to the conversion? _____________________________
Are any intersections projected to experience a significant reduction in level of service? ______________
Is the Road Diet conversion expected to divert significant traffic to parallel roadways? _______________
Does the proposed project require additional right-of-way?
- If yes, will the cost and difficulty of acquisition be significant?
____________________________________________________________________________________

Are there other potential impacts associated with this project? __________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Other Considerations
Transit Operations:
If the Road Diet is implemented, will stopping transit busses in the one through lane significantly impact
traffic?
Are locations for bus pull-outs possible?
Can some transit stop locations be combined to reduce impacts?

On-street Parking:
Does on-street parking currently exist?
Is on-street parking proposed (parallel, angle, back-in, mix)?
What are the safety and delay concerns related to on-street parking maneuvers?
Is it possible to design these spaces for easy entry or exit (i.e., to minimize delay)?
Will on-street parking reduce the ability of vehicles to turn in and out of minor streets and access points?
How will pedestrians and bicyclists interact with parallel parking?

At-grade Railroad Crossings
Are there any at-grade railroad crossings along the roadway?
Do trains regularly cross during peak travel periods?
What is the typical delay from a train crossing?
Is doubling the current queue length (compared to four-lane undivided cross section) at the crossing
acceptable?

Other:
Is there any known controversy associated with the project?
Do area drivers have a familiarity with proper use of TWLTLs or are they rare in the region?

Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

